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'Boston' (pronounced {{Audio-IPA|en-us-Boston.ogg|ˈbɒstən/}}) is the [[List of capitals in the United States|capital]] and largest city of the [[Commonwealth (U.S. state)|Commonwealth]] of [[Massachusetts|Massachusetts]] and the oldest cities in the [[United States]]. The largest city in [[New England]], Boston is considered the economic and cultural center of the region and is sometimes regarded as the unofficial "Capital of New England".

<ref>{cite book}</ref> Boston [[City limits|city proper]] had a 2008 estimated population of 620,535, making it the [[List of United States cities by population|twenty-first largest in the country]].<ref name="City population"> Boston is also the anchor of a substantially larger metropolitan area called [[Greater Boston]], home to 4.5 million people and the [[Table of United States Metropolitan Statistical Areas|tenth-largest metropolitan area]] in the country.<ref name="Metro population"> The following sentence is a citation of the Boston-Worcester-Manchester, MA–RI–NH Combined Statistical Area which is cited in the article and DOES NOT INCLUDE parts of Connecticut or Maine. -- Greater Boston as a commuting region includes six [[List of counties in Massachusetts|Massachusetts counties]], Essex, Middlesex, Norfolk, Suffolk, Plymouth, and Worcester,<ref name="www.fta.dot.gov/documents/Boston_Worcester_Manchester_DemographicProfile19.doc"> all of [[Rhode Island]] and parts of [[New Hampshire]]; it is home to 7.5 million people, making it the [[Table of United States Combined Statistical Areas|fifth-largest Combined Statistical Area]] in the United States.<ref name="CSA
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"Boston" (pronounced {{Audio-IPA|en-us-Boston.ogg|/ˈboʊstən/}}) is the [[List of capitals in the United States|capital]] and largest city of the [[Commonwealth (U.S. state)|Commonwealth]] of [[Massachusetts|Massachusetts]] in the [[United States]]. The largest city in [[New England]], Boston is considered the economic and cultural center of the region and is sometimes regarded as the unofficial "Capital of New England".

<ref>{cite book} </ref> Boston [[City limits|city proper]] had a 2008 estimated population of 620,535, making it the [[List of United States cities by population|twentieth largest in the country]].<ref name="City population">Boston is also the anchor of a substantially larger metropolitan area called [[Greater Boston]], home to 4.5 million people and the [[Table of United States Metropolitan Statistical Areas|tenth-largest metropolitan area]] in the country.<ref name="Metro population">CBSA

The following sentence concerns the Boston-Worcester-Manchester, MA-RI-NH Combined Statistical Area which is cited in the article and **DOES NOT INCLUDE** parts of Connecticut or Maine. -- Greater Boston as a commuting region includes six [[List of counties in Massachusetts|Massachusetts counties]], Essex, Middlesex, Norfolk, Suffolk, Plymouth, and Worcester,<ref>www.fta.dot.gov/documents/Boston_Worcester_Manchester_DemographicProfile19.doc</ref> all of [[Rhode Island]] and parts of [[New Hampshire]]; it is home to 7.5 million people, making it the [[Table of United States Combined Statistical Areas|fifth-largest Combined Statistical Area]] in the United States.<ref name="CSA
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"Boston" (pronounced {{Audio-IPA|en-us-Boston.ogg|ˈbɒstən/}}) is the [[List of capitals in the United States|capital]] and largest city of the [[Commonwealth (U.S. state)|Commonwealth]] of [[Massachusetts|Massachusetts]] and the [[Commonwealth of New England]]. Boston is the economic and cultural center of the region and is sometimes regarded as the unofficial "Capital of New England".

<ref>{{cite book}}</ref> Boston [[City limits|city proper]] had a 2008 estimated population of 620,535, making it the [[List of United States cities by population|twenty-first largest in the country]].<ref name="City population"/>

Boston is also the anchor of a substantially larger metropolitan area called [[Greater Boston]], home to 4.5 million people and the [[Table of United States Metropolitan Statistical Areas|tenth-largest metropolitan area]] in the country.<ref name="Metro population"/>

The following sentence concerns the Boston-Worcester-Manchester, MA-RI-NH Combined Statistical Area which is cited in the article and DOES NOT INCLUDE parts of Connecticut or Maine. --> Greater Boston as a commuting region includes six [[List of counties in Massachusetts|Massachusetts counties]], Essex, Middlesex, Norfolk, Suffolk, Plymouth, and Worcester, <ref>www.fta.dot.gov/documents/Boston_Worcester_Manchester_DemographicProfile19.doc</ref> all of [[Rhode Island]] and parts of [[New Hampshire]]; it is home to 7.5 million people, making it the [[Table of United States Combined Statistical Areas|fifth-largest Combined Statistical Area]] in the United States.<ref name="CSA
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''Boston'' (pronounced {{Audio-IPA|en-us-Boston.ogg|ˈbɒstən/}}) is the
[[List of capitals in the United States|capital]] and largest city of the
[[Commonwealth (U.S. state)|Massachusetts]] of [[Massachusetts|Massachusetts]] and [[Commonwealth of Massachusetts]]. The largest city in [[New England]], Boston is considered the economic and cultural center of the region
and is sometimes regarded as the unofficial "Capital of New England".

<ref>{{cite book}}</ref> Boston [[City limits|city proper]] had a 2008 estimated population of 620,535, making it the [[List of United States cities by population|twenty-first largest in the country]].

<ref name="City population"/> Boston is also the anchor of a substantially larger metropolitan area called [[Greater Boston]], home to 4.5 million people and
the [[Table of United States Metropolitan Statistical Areas|tenth-largest metropolitan area]] in the country.

<ref name="Metro population"/> The following sentence concerns the Boston-Worcester-Manchester, MA-RI-NH Combined Statistical Area which is cited in the article
and DOES NOT INCLUDE parts of Connecticut or Maine. --> Greater Boston as a commuting region includes six [[List of counties in Massachusetts|counties]] in
Massachusetts [[Essex|Essex]], [[Middlesex|Middlesex]], [[Norfolk|Norfolk]], [[Suffolk|Suffolk]],
[[Plymouth|Plymouth]], and [[Worcester]].

<ref>www.fta.dot.gov/documents/Boston_Worcester_Manchester_DemographicProfile19.doc</ref> all of [[Rhode Island]] and parts of [[New Hampshire]]; it is home to 7.5 million people,
making it the [[Table of United States Combined Statistical Areas|fifth-largest Combined Statistical Area]] in the United States.
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|official_name = City of Boston
|settlement_type = [[City]]
|image_skyline = Bostonstraight.jpg
|image_caption = Skyline of [[Back Bay, Boston|Back Bay]], seen from the [[Charles River]], featuring Boston's two [[List of tallest buildings in Boston|tallest buildings]], the [[John Hancock Tower]] (left) and the [[Prudential Tower]] (right).
|image_flag = Flag of Boston.svg
|image_seal = Seal of Boston.svg
|nickname = Beantown, <ref name="Nicknames1">The Hub (of the Universe)</ref>, <ref name="Nicknames2">The Cradle of Liberty</ref>, <ref name="Nicknames3">The Athens of America</ref>
|walking_city = The Hub of the Universe
|map_image = Boston ma highlight.png
|map_captions = Location in [[Suffolk County, Massachusetts]]
|coordinates_display = [[Massachusetts|Commonwealth]] of [[Massachusetts]]
|oldest_cities = The oldest cities in the [[United States]]. The largest city in [[New England]], Boston is considered the economic and cultural center of the region.
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